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Abstract. The notion of Oblivious Commitment Based Envelope (OCBE) was
recently proposed; it enables attribute-based access control without revealing any
information about the attributes. Previous OCBE protocolsare designed by tak-
ing zero-knowledge proof protocols that prove a committed value satisfies some
property and changing the protocols so that instead of one party proving to the
other party, the two parties compute two keys that agree if and only if the commit-
ted value indeed satisfy the property. In this paper, we introduce a more general
approach for designing OCBE protocols that uses zero-knowledge proof proto-
cols in a black-box fashion. We present a construction such that given a zero-
knowledge proof protocol that proves a committed value satisfies a predicate, we
have an OCBE protocol for that predicate with constant additional cost. Com-
pared with previous OCBE protocols, our construction is more general, more
efficient, and has wide applicability.

1 Introduction

In attribute-based access control systems, access decisions are based on attributes of the
requester, which are established by digitally signed certificates through which certificate
issuers assert their judgements about the attributes of entities. Each certificate associates
a public key with the key holder’s identity and/or attributes such as employer, group
membership, credit card information, date of birth, citizenship, and so on. Because these
certificates are digitally signed, they can serve to introduce strangers to one another
without online contact with the attribute authorities. In many scenarios, the attribute
information in a certificate is sensitive and needs to be protected. The requester may
want to disclose only the information that is absolutely necessary to obtain the resource
from the server.

Recently, Li and Li [20] proposed a cryptographic primitivecalled Oblivious Com-
mitment Based Envelope (OCBE) that enables oblivious access control; that is, it en-
ables attribute-based access control without revealing any information about the at-
tributes. Informally, in an OCBE scheme, the receiver has a private attribute valuea
which has been committed to the sender; the sender has a public predicateb (i.e., her
access control policy) and a private messageM . The sender and the receiver engage in
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an interactive protocol such that in the end, the receiver gets the messageM if and only
if her attribute value satisfies the predicate, i.e.,b(a) = true. Furthermore, the sender
learns nothing about the receiver’s attribute value. Formal definition of OCBE will be
reviewed in Section 2.

Li and Li [20] developed OCBE protocols for the Pedersen commitment
scheme [25] and predicates such as=, 6=, <, >,≤,≥ as well as logical combinations
of them. Their approach for designing the OCBE protocols is to take zero-knowledge
proof protocols that prove a committed value satisfies some property and change the
protocols so that instead of one party proving to the other party, the two parties com-
pute two keys that agree if and only if the committed value indeed satisfy the property.

In this paper, we introduce a more general approach for designing OCBE protocols.
Rather than taking zero-knowledge proof protocols and finding ways to change them,
we use these protocols in a black box fashion. The basic idea is as follows. The receiver
first sends a commitment of another attribute value to the sender, and then uses zero-
knowledge proof protocols to prove that the committed valuein the new commitment
satisfies the policy. Finally, the receiver and the sender run a protocol such that the
receiver can retrieve the message if and only if the values inthe two commitments are
the same, and the sender does not learn whether the two committed values are the same.

We apply this approach to the commitment scheme introduced by Fujisaki and
Okamoto [17] and later extended by Damgård and Fujisaki [14]. We prove that our
protocol is secure under the Strong RSA assumption and the Computational Diffie-
Hellman assumption modulo an RSA modulus in the Random Oracle Model.

Compared with previous work [20], our approach has the following advantages:

– Our OCBE construction achieves a general result; i.e., if there exists a zero-
knowledge proof of knowledge protocol that can prove a committed value satisfies
a predicate, then we can build an OCBE protocol for that predicate with constant
additional cost. As a result, one does not need develop new OCBE protocols for
each new families of predicates from the scratch and prove their security. Instead,
one can directly take advantage of the existence of efficientzero-knowledge proof
protocols for properties of committed values.

– Our OCBE protocol is more efficient than the previous OCBE protocols [20]. The
OCBE protocols in [20] for the comparison predicates other than the equality pred-
icates have linear computation and communication costs; i.e., both the sender and
the receiver need to performO(ℓ) modular exponentiations whereℓ is the maximum
length of the receiver’s attribute. In comparison, our OCBEprotocol has constant
computation cost for comparison predicates.

– Unlike the OCBE protocols in [20] where the input range for the receiver is limited
to Zq, whereq is a prime; the set of the receiver’s committed input in our OCBE
protocol can beZ, the set of all integers. This feature is particularly important for
linear relation predicates, i.e., to test whether a committed value satisfies a linear
relation overZ.

– Our OCBE protocols are compatible with the anonymous credentials [24, 8, 11].
The OCBE scheme in [20] is designed primarily for Oblivious Attribute Certificates
(OACerts) [20] and is not compatible with the anonymous credential systems. The
reason is that, in [20], the commitment is computed by the trusted third party rather



than the receiver. We modify the definition of OCBE to let the receiver commit, so
that the new definition is compatible with the anonymous credentials.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first give our notations and re-
view the definition of OCBE in Section 2. We next review in Section 3 cryptographic
assumptions and tools that we use. In Section 4, we present our OCBE protocol and
prove that it is secure. In Section 5, we describe how the OCBEprotocol can be applied
in attribute-based access control systems and automated trust negotiation systems, in
particular, we show how our OCBE protocol can be used together with the anonymous
credentials. We discuss the related work in Section 6 and conclude our paper in Sec-
tion 7.

2 Review the Definition of OCBE

2.1 Notation

In the rest of this paper, we use the following notations. We say thatµ(k) is a negligible
function, if for every polynomialp(k) and for all sufficiently largek, µ(k) < 1/p(k).
We sayν(k) is overwhelming if1− ν(k) is negligible.

If S is a probability space, then the probability assignmentx ← S means that an
elementx is chosen at random according toS. If S is a finite set, thenx ← S denotes
thatx is chosen uniformly fromS. Let A be an algorithm, we usey ← A(x) to denote
thaty is obtained by runningA on inputx. In caseA is deterministic, theny is unique;
if A is probabilistic, theny is a random variable. LetA andB be interactive Turing
machines, we use(a ← A(·) ↔ B(·) → b) to denote thata andb are two random
variables corresponding to the outputs ofA andB as a result of their joint computation.

Let p be a predicate andA1, A2, . . . , An be n algorithms, We use
Pr [{xi ← Ai(yi)}1≤i≤n : p(x1, · · · , xn)] to denote the probability thatp(x1, · · · , xn)
will be true after running sequentially algorithmsA1, . . . , An on inputsy1, . . . , yn.

2.2 Definition of OCBE

We now briefly review the definition of OCBE [20]. We slightly modify the definition
to make the OCBE scheme compatible with the anonymous credential schemes. The
difference between our new definition and the OCBE definitionin [20] is that, in our
new definition, we let the sender to commit rather than the trusted third party. Please
refer to Section 5 for the detailed explanation. Note that, our OCBE protocol presented
in Section 4 works both this new definition and the original definition in [20].

Definition 1 (OCBE). An OCBE scheme is parameterized by a commitment scheme
commit. An OCBE scheme involves a sender, a receiver, and a trusted third party, and
has the following four phases:

Setup The trusted third party takes a security parameterk and outputs public parame-
tersP for commit, a setS of possible values, and a setB of predicates (i.e., boolean
functions). Each predicateb ∈ B maps each element inS to eithertrue or false. The
domain ofcommit containsS as a subset. The trusted third party sends〈P, S, B〉
to the sender and the receiver.



Initialization The receiver chooses a valuea ∈ S, computes the commitmentc =
commit(a, r) wherer is a random number, and sendsc to the sender. The sender
chooses a messageM ∈ {0, 1}∗ and a predicateb ∈ B and then revealsb to the
receiver.
The sender hasb, c, andM . The receiver hasa, b, c, andr.

Interaction The sender and the receiver run an interactive protocol, during which an
envelope containing an encryption ofM is delivered to the receiver.

Open After the interaction phase, ifb(a) is true, the receiver outputs the messageM .
Otherwise, the receiver does nothing.

Note that, in the initialization phase, it is crucial for thesender to reveal the predicate
b after the receiver has committeda. Otherwise, the receiver could choose a valuea′

that satisfies the predicate and commita′ rather thana, so that she can always open the
envelope and obtainM in the end.

An OCBE scheme must satisfy the following three properties [20]. It must be sound,
oblivious, and semantically secure against the receiver.

Sound.An OCBE scheme issoundif in the case thatb(a) is true and both the sender
and the receiver are honest, the receiver can output the messageM with overwhelming
probability.

Oblivious. An OCBE scheme isobliviousif the sender learns nothing abouta. More
precisely, no adversary senderA has a non-negligible advantage against the challenger
C in the following game:C first runs the setup program and sends〈P, S, B〉 toA. Then
A chooses a random messageM ∈ {0, 1}∗, two valuesa0, a1 ∈ S, and a predicate
b ∈ B, and sendsa0, a1, b to C. Next C chooses randomlya ∈ {a0, a1}, computes
the commitmentc for a, and interacts withA by emulating the receiver. In the end,A
outputsa′ ∈ {a0, a1}. The adversary wins the game ifa = a′. An OCBE scheme is
oblivious if

| Pr
[

a′ ← A(1k)↔ C(1k)→ a : a′ = a
]

− 1/2 | = µ(k)

where the symbols←,↔,→ are defined in Section 2.1, andµ(k) is negligible function
in k. In other words, the adversary cannot do substantially better than random guessing
whether the receiver’s committed value isa0 or a1.

Secure against the receiver.An OCBE scheme issecure against the receiverif the
receiver learns nothing aboutM whenb(a) is false. More precisely, no adversary sender
A has a non-negligible advantage against the challengerC in the following game:C first
runs the setup program and sends〈P, S, B〉 toA. ThenA chooses a valuea ∈ S and
a valuer3, computes the commitmentc = commit(a, r), and sendsa, r, c to C. A also
chooses two equal length messagesM0, M1 ∈ {0, 1}∗ and sendsM0, M1 to C. Next,C
chooses a predicateb ∈ B such thatb(a) equals tofalse, chooses randomly a message
M ∈ {M0, M1}, and interacts withA by emulating the sender. In the end,A outputs

3 In [20], r is chosen by the challenger rather than the adversary. This is because in the original
definition of OCBE [20], the trusted third party choosesr; whereas in our new definition, the
receiver choosesr and computes the commitment.



M ′ ∈ {M0, M1}. The adversary wins the game ifM = M ′. An OCBE scheme is
secure against the receiver if

| Pr
[

M ′ ← A(1k)↔ C(1k)→M : M ′ = M
]

− 1/2 | = µ(k)

whereµ(k) is negligible function ink. In other words, even if we give the adversary
the power to pick two equal-length messagesM0 andM1 of her choice, she still cannot
distinguish an envelope containingM0 from one containingM1.

3 Cryptographic Assumptions and Tools

In this section, we first review some standard assumptions incryptography that we use,
then review two cryptographic tools that shall be used in ourOCBE protocol, one is the
integer commitment scheme, the other is zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge.

3.1 Security Assumptions

In the rest of this paper, we shall use the following cryptographic assumptions and mod-
els, namely, the computational Diffie-Hellman assumption,the strong RSA assumption,
and the random oracle model. The strong RSA assumption was introduced by Barić and
Pfitzmann [3] and has been used in proving the security of manycryptographic schemes
(e.g., [17, 10], to list a few).

Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) AssumptionGiven a finite cyclic groupG, a
group generatorg, and group elementsga, gb; there exists no polynomial-time algo-
rithm that can computegab with non-negligible probability.

Strong RSA AssumptionGiven an RSA modulusn and a random valuex in Z
∗
n, there

exists no polynomial-time algorithm that can computee > 1 andy ∈ Z
∗
n with non-

negligible probability such thatye = x mod n.

Random Oracle ModelThe random oracle model is an idealized security model intro-
duced by Bellare and Rogaway [5]. Roughly speaking, a randomoracle is a function
H : X → Y chosen uniformly at random from the set of all functions{h : X → Y }.
Random oracles are used to model cryptographic hash functions such as SHA-1.

3.2 Integer Commitment Scheme

Our OCBE protocol use the following integer commitment scheme introduced by Fu-
jisaki and Okamoto [17] and later extended by Damgård and Fujisaki [14]. The rea-
sons we choose this integer commitment scheme instead of thePedersen commitment
scheme [25] used in [20] are that: first, the input domain of this commitment scheme is
the set of all integers rather than a set of values in a group; and second, this commitment
scheme supports efficient proof that a committed value lies in a given interval [6]. This
second feature shall be used to construct efficient OCBE protocol for greater-than-or-
equal-to predicates.

Definition 2 (Integer Commitment Scheme).



Setup This step takes a security parameterk and outputs a special RSA modulusn =
pq, such thatp = 2p′+1 andq = 2q′+1 wherep, q, p′, q′ are primes. It also outputs
h← QRn andg ← 〈h〉, whereQRn is the set of quadratic residues modulon and
〈h〉 is the group generated byh. The public parameters of this commitment scheme
are(n, g, h).

Commit The domain of the committed values isZ. To commit an integera ∈ Z,
the prover choosesr ← Z and computes the commitmentc = commit(a, r) =
gahr mod n.

Open To open a commitmentc, the prover revealsa andr; then the verifier verifies
whetherc = gahr mod n.

The integer commitment scheme isstatistically hiding: under the factoring assump-
tion, commit(a, r) statistically reveals no information to the verifier. More formally,
there exists a simulator which outputs simulated commitments toa which are statisti-
cally indistinguishable from true commitments toa. This commitment scheme iscom-
putationally binding: the prover cannot commit herself two distinct valuesa0 anda1

by the same commitment unless she can factorizen. In other words, under the factor-
ing assumption, it is computationally infeasible for the prover to computea0, a1, r0, r1

wherea0 6= a1 such thatcommit(a0, r0) = commit(a1, r1).

3.3 Zero-Knowledge Proofs of Knowledge

We now list a few known proof of knowledge protocols based on the Fujisaki and
Okamoto commitment scheme. In the rest of this paper, all thecomputations are modulo
n unless explicitly specified.

– Proof of knowledge on how to open a commitment [14]. That is, given the param-
eters(n, g, h) of the integer commitment scheme and a commitmentc, the prover
proves the knowledge ofa andr such thatc = gahr. We denote the protocol as

PK{(a, r) : c = gahr}

– Proof that a committed value is equal to a given integer [14].That is, given the
parameters(n, g, h) of the integer commitment scheme, a commitmentc, and an
integera0; the prover proves the knowledge ofa andr such thatc = gahr and
a = a0. We denote the protocol as

PK{(a, r) : c = gahr ∧ a = a0}

– Proof that a committed value lies in a given integer interval[6]. That is, given
the parameters(n, g, h) of the integer commitment scheme, a commitmentc, and
integersa0 anda1; the prover proves the knowledge ofa andr such thatc = gahr

anda0 ≤ a ≤ a1. We denote the protocol as

PK{(a, r) : c = gahr ∧ a0 ≤ a ≤ a1}



– Proof that a committed value is the product of two other committed values [14].
That is, given the parameters(n, g, h) of the integer commitment scheme and three
commitmentsc, c0, c1, the prover proves the knowledge ofa0, a1, r, r0, r1 such that
c = ga0a1hr, c0 = ga0hr0 , andc1 = ga1hr1 . We denote the protocol as

PK{(a0, a1, r, r0, r1) : c = ga0a1hr ∧ c0 = ga0hr0 ∧ c1 = ga1hr1}

– Proof that a committed value has a linear relation withn committed values [14].
That is, given the parameters(n, g, h) of the integer commitment scheme,n + 1
commitmentsc, c1, . . . , cn, and integersz0, z1, . . . , zn; the prover proves the com-
mitted valuesa, a1, . . . , an satisfy the equationa = z0 + a1z1 + · · · + anzn. We
denote the protocol as

PK{
(a, r, a1, r1, . . . , an, rn) : {ci = gaihri}1≤i≤n ∧ c = gahr ∧

a = z0 + a1z1 + · · ·+ anzn
}

All the above described protocols have constant computational and communication
costs. These protocols are secure under the strong RSA assumption.

4 Our OCBE Protocol

In this section, we first present a construction that turns any zero-knowledge proof pro-
tocol that proves a committed value satisfies some predicateinto an OCBE protocol for
that predicate. Then we prove that our protocol is secure andcompare our protocol with
the several OCBE protocols described in [20].

4.1 Construction of OCBE Protocol

In [20], Li and Li developed several OCBE protocols for comparison predicates, i.e.,
one OCBE protocol for each type of predicates. In this paper,we present a more general
and more efficient result:

Our result Let S be a set of integers andB be a set of predicates, such that each
predicateb ∈ B : S → {true, false}. Let commit be an integer commitment scheme
described in Section 3.2. Suppose for every predicateb ∈ B, there exists an efficient
zero-knowledge proof of knowledge protocol that can prove acommitted valuea ∈ S
satisfies the predicateb, i.e.,PK{(a, r) : c = commit(a, r) ∧ b(a) = true}. Then with
constant additional cost, we can develop an efficient OCBE protocol for predicates set
B.

Before we present the OCBE protocol, we briefly describe the intuition how the pro-
tocol works. Let(n, g, h) be the public parameters of the integer commitment scheme,
a be the receiver’s private input,c be the corresponding commitment. Consider the fol-
lowing scheme: Ifb(a) is true, The receiver first proves to the sender that the value
committed inc satisfies the predicateb; then the sender sends the messageM to the
receiver. Such scheme is secure against the receiver, but not oblivious; i.e., the sender
learns some information abouta.



In our proposed scheme, ifb(a) is true, then the receiver choosesa′ = a; otherwise,
she choosesa′ such thatb(a′) = true. Then the receiver commitsa′ to the sender; i.e.,
she choosesr, computesc′ = ga′

hr′

, and givesc′ to the sender. The receiver also proves
that the value committed inc′ satisfies the predicateb. Observe that the sender learns
nothing abouta — all she learns so far is that the value committed underc′ satisfiesb.
Also note that, ifb(a) is true, thena = a′ andc/c′ = gahr/ga′

hr′

= hr−r′

; otherwise,
c/c′ = ga−a′

hr−r′

. In other words, ifb(a) is true, the receiver has the knowledge of
logh(c/c′). The sender can use this fact to build a Diffie-Hellman style key-agreement,
so that onlyb(a) is true can the receiver obtain the encryption key.

Protocol 1 (OCBE) LetE be a semantically secure symmetric encryption scheme with
keyspace{0, 1}s. Let H : Zn → {0, 1}s be a cryptographic hash function that extracts
a key forE from an element in the groupZn. The OCBE protocol involves a sender, a
receiver, and a trust third party.

Setup The trusted third party takes a security parameterk and runs the setup algorithm
of the integer commitment scheme in Section 3.2 to createP = (n, g, h). The third
party also outputs an integer setS ⊆ Z, and a setB of predicates. For eachb ∈ B,
b : S → {true, false}. The trusted third party sends〈P, S, B〉 to the sender and the
receiver.
Suppose for eacha ∈ S and b ∈ B, if b(a) = true, there is an efficient zero-
knowledge proof of knowledge protocolPK{(a, r) : c = gahr ∧ b(a) = true}.

Initialization The receiver chooses a valuea ∈ S and a valuer ∈ Z, computes the
commitmentc = gahr, and sendsc to the sender. The sender chooses a message
M ∈ {0, 1}∗ and a predicateb ∈ B and then revealsb to the receiver.
The sender hasb, c, andM . The receiver hasa, b, c, andr.

Interaction The sender and the receiver run the following steps:
1. If ∀a ∈ S, b(a) = false; then the sender and the receiver terminate the protocol

immediately.
2. If b(a) = true, the receiver seta′ = a, otherwise the receiver randomly chooses

a′ such thatb(a′) = true. The receiver choosesr′ ← Z and computes the
commitmentsc′ = ga′

hr′

. The receiver sendsc′ to the sender.
3. The sender and the receiver runs the zero-knowledge proofof knowledge pro-

tocol
PK{(a′, r′) : c′ = ga′

hr′

∧ b(a′) = true}

to prove that the value committed inc′ satisfies the predicateb.
4. The sender picksy ← Zn, computesσ = (c/c′)y, and then sends to the re-

ceiver the pair〈η = hy, C = EH(σ)[M ]〉.
Open The receiver receives〈η, C〉 from the interaction phase. Ifb(a) = true, in other

wordsa = a′, the receiver computesσ′ = ηr−r′

, decryptsC usingH(σ′), and
obtainsM .

Observe that the computational cost of the above OCBE protocol is close to the
cost of the zero-knowledge proof sub-protocol. More specifically, suppose in the zero-
knowledge proof sub-protocol, the sender and the receiver need to performℓs andℓv

modular exponentiations, respectively; then in the OCBE protocol, the sender and the
receiver need to perform at mostℓs+2 andℓv+1 modular exponentiations, respectively.



4.2 Security Proofs

Our OCBE protocol invokes the zero-knowledge proof protocol
PK{(a, r) : c = gahr ∧ b(a) = true} as a sub-protocol. We here need to exam-
ine the security properties of this zero-knowledge proof protocol, before we prove the
security of the OCBE protocol. The security definition of a zero-knowledge proof of
knowledge protocol derives from Bellare and Goldreich [4].

Given a commitmentc and a predicateb as input. LetR be a polynomially com-
putable relation defined as, givena andr, R(a, r, c, b) = 1 if and only if c = gahr

and b(a) = true. A zero-knowledge proof of knowledge of witness(a, r) such that
R(a, r, c, b) = 1 is a probabilistic polynomial-time protocol between a proverP and a
verifierV with the following properties:

1. Completeness: For all possiblea andr such thatR(a, r, c, b) = 1

Pr [P (a, r, c, b)↔ V (c, b)→ x : x = accept] = 1− µ(k),

whereµ(k) is a negligible function.
2. Zero-knowledge: Intuitively, the verifier should not learn any information about

a and r other than the fact thatR(a, r, c, b) = 1. Formally speaking, there ex-
ists a probabilistic, expected polynomial-time simulatorS such that, for every
probabilistic polynomial-time verifierVk, for all (a, r, c, b) ∈ R, the distribution
P (a, r, c, b)↔ Vk(c, b) andS(c, b)  Vk(c, b) are computationally indistinguish-
able, whereS  V meansS has black-box access to algorithmV .

3. Soundness: Intuitively, if the prover does not know(a, r) such thatR(a, r, c, b) =
1, the probability that the prover can convince the honest verifier is negligible. More
formally, for all (c, b), for all probabilistic polynomial-time proverPk, if there is a
functionǫ(k) such that

Pr [Pk(c, b)↔ V (c, b)→ x : x = accept] = ǫ(k);

then there exists a polynomial-time extractorE and a negligible functionµ(k) such
that

Pr [Pk(c, b)  E(c, b)→ (a, r) : R(a, r, c, b) = 1] = ǫ(k)− µ(k).

In other words, if the prover can convince the verifier with probability ǫ(k), then
the extractor can compute(a, r) with probability close toǫ(k).

Theorem 1. The OCBE protocol in Section 4.1 is sound.

Proof. To show the OCBE protocol is sound, we consider two cases. In the first case,
suppose for anya ∈ S ⇒ b(a) = false, then both the sender and the receiver know that
the receiver should not receiveM , as the receiver’s input will never satisfy the predi-
cateb. Therefore, the sender and the receiver simply quit the protocol on step 1 of the
interaction phase. In the second case, there exists somea ∈ S such thatb(a) = true. In
this case, steps 2-4 of the interaction phase will be executed. By the completeness prop-
erty of the zero-knowledge proof protocol, the zero-knowledge proof protocol almost



always succeeds. If the valuea committed by the receiver satisfies the predicateb, then
a′ = a. It follows that

σ = (c/c′)y = (ga−a′

hr−r′

)y = (hr−r′

)y = (hy)r−r′

= ηr−r′

= σ′.

The sender and the receiver share the same symmetric key thatis used to encrypt the
messageM . Therefore, ifb(a) = true, the receiver can obtain the messageM .

Theorem 2. The OCBE protocol in Section 4.1 is oblivious.

Proof. An OCBE scheme is oblivious if the sender learns nothing about the value the
receiver committed. Let us first see which messages the sender receives during the ini-
tialization and interaction phases. In the initializationphase, the sender receivesc, the
commitment ofa, from the receiver. In the interaction phase, the sender receives from
the receiverc′, the commitment ofa′. The sender also involves in the zero-knowledge
proof protocolPK{(a′, r′) : c′ = ga′

hr′

∧ b(a′) = true} as the verifier.
More formally, an OCBE scheme is oblivious if we can show thatthe view of the

sender can be simulated. We build a simulatorS as follows: Given a setS of integers
and a predicateb, S chooses a random numbera0 ← S and computes the commitment
c0 = commit(a0). ThenS chooses another valuea′

0 ← S such thatb(a′
0) = true

and computes the commitmentc′0 = commit(a′
0). Finally,S calls the simulator for the

zero-knowledge proof protocol. As the commitment scheme isstatistically hiding, the
joint distribution of(c, c′) is statistically indistinguishable from the joint distribution
of (c0, c

′
0). By the zero-knowledge property of the zero-knowledge proof protocol, it

is easy that the transcripts generated by the sender when interacting with the receiver
is computationally indistinguishable with the transcripts generated by the simulatorS.
Therefore, the OCBE protocol is oblivious.

Theorem 3. The OCBE protocol in Section 4.1 is secure against the receiver.

Proof. The preceding OCBE protocol uses a semantically secure symmetric encryp-
tion algorithm. SupposeH is modeled as a random oracle, the OCBE protocol is secure
against the receiver when no receiver, whose committed value does not satisfy the pred-
icateb, can compute with non-negligible probability the secret that the sender uses to
derive the encryption key.

More precisely, the OCBE protocol is secure against the receiver if no polynomial-
time adversary wins the following game against the challenger with non-negligible
probability: The challenger runs the setup phase and sends〈P, S, B〉 to the adversary,
whereP = (n, g, h) is the public parameter of the integer commitment scheme. The
adversary picks integersa ∈ S andr ∈ Z, computes the commitmentc = gahr, and
sendsa, r, andc to the challenger. The challenger responds by picking a predicate
b ∈ B such thatb(a) = false. The adversary chooses a valuea′ such thatb(a′) = true,
choosesr ∈ Z, and computesc′ = ga′

hr′

. The adversary sendsc′ to the challenger
and also runsPK{(a′, r′) : c′ = ga′

hr′

∧ b(a′) = true} to prove that the value com-
mitted in c′ satisfies the predicateb. The challenger then picksy ← Zn and sends to
the adversaryhy. The adversary then outputsσ, and the adversary wins the game if
σ = (c/c′)y.



By the soundness property of the zero-knowledge proof protocol, the challenger can
extracta′ andr′ from the zero-knowledge proof using the standard rewindingtechnique.
That is, we can replace the zero-knowledge proof protocol inthe above game with that
the adversary sendsa′, r′, andc′ to the challenger. Note that, asb(a) = false and
b(a′) = true, it follows thata 6= a′. Also note that, since the challenger runs the setup
program of the integer commitment scheme, she knows how to factorizen.

Given an attackerA that wins the above game with probabilityǫ, we construct
another attackerB that can solve the computational Diffie-Hellman problem in〈h〉, the
group generated byh, with the same probability.B does the following:

1. B, when givenp, q, h, hx, hy wheren = pq is a special RSA modulus used in the
commitment scheme andh is an element inQRn, givesP = (n, hx, h), S = Z,
andB toA. We useg to denotehx.

2. B receivesa, r, andc fromA, and verifies thatc = gahr. B chooses a predicate
b ∈ B such thatb(a) = false and sendsb toA.

3. B receivesa′, r′, andc′ fromA. B verifies thatc′ = ga′

hr′

andb(a′) = true. Then
B sendshy toA.

4. B receivesσ fromA, computesτ = σh(r′−r)y and outputsτ (a−a′)−1 mod φ(n).
If A wins the game, we get

σ = (c/c′)y = (ga−a′

hr−r′

)y = (gy)a−a′

h(r−r′)y

τ = σh(r′−r)y = (gy)a−a′

= (hxy)a−a′

B outputsτ (a−a′)−1 mod φ(n) = hxy.

B succeeds in solving the computational Diffie-Hellman problem if and only ifA
wins the above game, i.e., successfully compute(c/c′)y. Therefore, under the CDH
assumption, the OCBE protocol is secure against the receiver.

4.3 Comparison with Previous OCBE Protocols

To compare the OCBE protocol with the OCBE protocols proposed by Li and Li [20],
we first list all families of predicates that our OCBE protocol supports. All the zero-
knowledge proof protocols listed below are summarized in Section 3.3; and they have
constant computation and communication costs.

– Equality Predicates: Let B be the family of equality predicates. Each predicateb in
B takesa0 as a parameter, andb(a) is equal totrue if and only if a = a0. As there
exists an efficient zero-knowledge proof protocol

PK{(a, r) : c = gahr ∧ a = a0},

we can build an efficient OCBE protocol for this family of predicates. In this OCBE
protocol, the receiver can open the sender’s message if and only if her committed
numbera is equal toa0.



– Greater-Than-Or-Equal-To Predicates: Let B be the family of Greater-Than-Or-
Equal-To predicates. Each predicateb in B takesa0 as a parameter, andb(a) is
equal totrue if and only if a ≥ a0. As there exists an efficient zero-knowledge
proof protocol

PK{(a, r) : c = gahr ∧ a ≥ a0},

we can build an efficient OCBE protocol for this family of predicates. In this OCBE
protocol, the receiver can open the sender’s message if and only if her committed
numbera is greater than or equal toa0.

– Other Comparison Predicates: Besides= and≥, the other comparison operations
include<, >,≤, 6=. Since there exists efficient zero-knowledge protocols forthese
comparison operations, the corresponding OCBE protocols can be built.

– Range Predicates: Let B be the family of range predicates. Each predicateb in B
takesa0 anda1 as parameters, andb(a) is equal totrue if and only if a0 ≤ a ≤ a1.
As there exists an efficient zero-knowledge proof protocol

PK{(a, r) : c = gahr ∧ a0 ≤ a ≤ a1},

we can build an efficient OCBE protocol for this family of predicates. In this OCBE
protocol, the receiver can open the sender’s message if and only if her committed
numbera is in the range of(a0, a1).

– Square Predicate: Given an inputa, this predicate outputstrue if and only if a is a
square, i.e.,a = x2 for some integerx. Note that

PK{(a, r, x) : c = gahr ∧ a = x2}

can be constructed using the zero-knowledge proof that a committed value is the
product of two other committed values as

PK{(a, r, x, rx) : c = gahr ∧ cx = gxhrx ∧ a = x · x}

Therefore, we can build an efficient OCBE protocol for the square predicate. In
this OCBE protocol, the receiver can open the sender’s message if and only if her
committed numbera is a square number.

– Modular Equality Predicates: Let B be the family of range predicates. Each pred-
icateb in B takesz0 andz1 as parameters, andb(a) is equal totrue if and only if
a ≡ z0 (mod z1). For example, ifz0 = 0 andz1 = 2, this predicate tests whether
a is an even number. Note that

PK{(a, r) : c = gahr ∧ a ≡ z0 (mod z1)}

can be constructed using the zero-knowledge proof that a committed value has a
linear relation with another committed value as

PK{(a, r, x, rx) : c = gahr ∧ cx = gxhrx ∧ a = z0 + xz1}

Therefore, we can build an efficient OCBE protocol for this family of predicates.
In this OCBE protocol, the receiver can open the sender’s message if and only if
her committed numbera is equal toz0 moduloz1.



In Table 1, we give a detailed comparison between our OCBE protocols and the
OCBE protocols developed by Li and Li [20]. For equality predicates, the OCBE pro-
tocol in [20] is slightly better than ours, although they have the same complexity. For
other comparison predicates and range predicates, the OCBEprotocols in [20] are more
expensive than ours, i.e., their protocols have linear costwhereas ours require only con-
stant computation. Also note that the OCBE protocols for thesquare predicate and the
modular equality predicates are first developed in this paper.

OCBE Protocols in [20]Our OCBE Protocols
Equality Predicates O(1) O(1)

Other Comparison Predicates O(ℓ) O(1)

Range Predicates O(ℓ) O(1)

Square Predicate ∗ O(1)

Modular Equality Predicates ∗ O(1)
Table 1. Comparison between the OCBE protocols in [20] with our OCBE protocol in terms of
computation and communication costs. In the table,ℓ is the length of the committed value,∗
denotes that such predicates are not supported in the OCBE protocols.

5 Applications of Our OCBE Protocol

In this section, we discuss the applications of OCBE to attribute-based access control,
right after we present how the OCBE protocol is used in accesscontrol systems.

5.1 How to Use the OCBE Protocol

Recall that in the initialization phase of an OCBE scheme, the receiver sends the com-
mitment of her attribute to the sender. To use OCBE in attribute-based access control,
the sender needs to make sure that the commitment from the receiver is indeed the com-
mitment of the receiver’s attribute. In other words, the receiver needs to show that the
attribute committed to the sender is certified by a certificate authority. This can be done
using either OACerts [20] or anonymous credentials [24, 8, 11].

OACerts OACerts is a certificate scheme developed by Li and Li [20]. Inthe OACerts
scheme, instead of storing attribute values directly in thecertificate, a certificate author-
ity stores the commitments of these values in the certificate. These commitments are
computed by the certificate authority. When the receiver interacts with the sender, she
first reveals her OACerts; then she runs the OCBE protocol with the sender based on
the commitments in the certificates.

Anonymous CredentialsAn anonymous credential system [24, 8, 11] is a credential
system in which the transactions carried out by the same usercannot be linked. In
the anonymous credential system proposed by Camenisch and Lysyanskaya [8], the
attributes of a user are signed by a certificate authority using a specially designed sig-
nature scheme. To show an attribute, the user commits the attribute and proves that the



attribute in the commitment is the same as the attribute in the anonymous credential.
When the receiver interacts with the sender, she first commits her attribute, then proves
that the committed attribute is the same as in the anonymous credentials. In the end, the
receiver runs the OCBE protocol with the sender based on thatcommitment. Note that
the attribute is committed by the receiver, instead of by thecertificate authority. That is
the reason that, in the new definition of OCBE, the receiver choosesr and computes the
commitment.

5.2 Applications to Attribute-Based Access Control

We list two applications of OCBE to attribute-based access control. The ideas of these
applications come from [20]; we only sketch here.

Oblivious Access ControlSuppose Alice is a client and Bob is a server. Alice wants
to access some resources from Bob whose policy is based on Alice’s attribute. Alice
can first show her OACerts or anonymous credentials, then based on commitment of
her attribute, she runs an OCBE protocol with Bob. In the OCBEprotocol, Bob sends
Alice an encrypted envelope such that Alice could open the envelope only if her attribute
satisfies Bob’s policy. That is, Bob can perform access control based on Alice’s attribute
values while being oblivious about Alice’s attribute information.

Breaking Policy CyclesOCBE can be used to break policy cycles (see [23] for def-
inition) in automated trust negotiation [29, 28, 30]. Consider the following scenario:
Alice’s policy is based on Bob’s attribute and Bob’s policy is based on Alice’s attribute.
As a result, none of them wants to reveal their attributes. Alice and Bob can run an
OCBE protocol to break such cycles. See [22] for detailed discussions on how OCBE
can be integrated into automated trust negotiation.

6 Related Work

An OCBE scheme can be seen as a special oblivious transfer. The oblivious transfer
protocol was first introduced by Rabin [26]. In an oblivious transfer between Alice and
Bob, Alice wants to send a message to Bob in such a way that withhalf probability Bob
will receive the message, and with half probability Bob willreceive nothing. Further-
more, Alice does not know which of the two events really happened.

Crescenzo, Ostrovsky, and Rajagopalan [13] introduced a variant of oblivious trans-
fer called conditional oblivious transfer; in which Alice has a private inputxa and Bob
has a private inputxb, they and shares with each other a public predicateb that evalu-
ates overxa andxb. In the conditional oblivious transfer of a messageM from Alice
to Bob, Bob receivesM only when the predicate holds, i.e.,b(xa, xb) = true; further-
more, Alice learns nothing aboutxb or b(xa, xb). OCBE is different from conditional
oblivious transfer in that, in OCBE, Bob’s private input is committed to Alice. Besides,
the conditional oblivious transfer protocol for great-than-or-equal-to predicates [13] has
the computation cost linear to the size ofxa andxb, whereas our OCBE protocol for
great-than-or-equal-to predicates has constant time performance.

Crépeau [12] introduced the notion of committed oblivioustransfer. In committed
oblivious transfer, Alice commits two bits:a0 anda1, and Bob commits a bitb. All three



commitments are shared by Alice and Bob. In the end, Bob learnsab without learning
anything else, and Alice learns nothing. Garay, MacKenzie,and Yang [18] gave an
efficient construction of committed oblivious transfer under the universal composability
framework. OCBE differs from committed oblivious transferin that Bob’s input is an
arbitrary integer rather than a single bit.

Our work is also somewhat related to several cryptographic schemes that have been
recently proposed for attribute-based access control. Forexample, oblivious signature
based envelopes [23], hidden credentials [7, 19], secret handshakes [2, 9], pairing-based
cryptography [27], anonymous identification [15], certified input private policy eval-
uation [21], hidden policies with hidden credentials [16],and policy-based cryptogra-
phy [1] were proposed to address the privacy issues in accesscontrol, in particular, these
schemes can be used to protect the requester’s identities orattributes.

7 Conclusion

The OCBE scheme has been proved to be a useful primitive for privacy protection in
attribute-based access control. In this paper, we improvedthe OCBE protocols in [20]
and gave an efficient and general construction of OCBE. Our construction replies on
the existence of efficient zero-knowledge proof of knowledge protocols that prove a
committed value satisfying certain predicate. Our construction is secure under the CDH
assumption and the strong RSA assumption in the random oracle model.
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